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Abstract

Most biocomputing problems require a high processing power with high memory needs while showing massive parallelism opportunities. Unfortunately, although advances are made in software parallelism, current architectures do not provide a transparent way to use this parallelism at its full potential. We thus started to design an massively parallel megathreaded architecture that would match biocomputing algorithms requirements both in terms of processing power and memory.
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1 Introduction

Biological data require a tremendous computing power to be processed. Not only do the databases grow exponentially but the algorithms used require a lot of computation and of memory.

Let us consider the well publicized example of human DNA alignment. First, fragments of a person’s genome, reads, are now obtained via next generation sequencing techniques, for instance Illumina sequencing. One run of Illumina sequencing produces approximately 50 million reads. We often perform multiple runs, so we can reach a billion of 40 base pair\(^1\) reads to be aligned to a 3 billion base pairs reference genome. A very demanding computation indeed.

Next generation sequencing (NGS)\[^{[Mar08, Ans09]}\] has definitely brought genome analysis into the new century. Previously, extracting sequences of a genome was a highly time consuming task, since hundreds of thousands of sequences had to be extracted by groups of only a hundred. Now, millions of sequences are extracted in a massively parallel way. This high throughput technique has made possible the study of new fields of genomics but also raised new challenges. Not only are the sequences of lower quality, since smaller; this massive library of sequences created during the sequencing need be processed. Fortunately, this data obtained with massive parallelism can also be treated with massive parallelism. The data produced is made of sequences that can all be treated independently from one another. It would be possible to define a GPU-like routine executing multiple instances of the same code to process all sequences in parallel, provided an architecture can execute it.

This example is quite representative of biocomputing. Considering DNA analysis only, we have over a thousand human genomes, and numerous other species too. Then we can consider other problems, more complex, manipulating complex structures, sometimes NP-complete, and we have a glimpse of the complexity of biology and bioinformatics. To address this problem, different kind of architectures are currently used. The first is a server, providing a lot of memory and a powerful core, but little parallelism. To achieve more parallelism, the clusters provide numerous cores, but the data has to be correctly distributed on the nodes. A third architecture that provides massive parallelism is GPUs\(^2\), which have long been used for general purpose computing. GPUs have many processing units, more than clusters, but their programming model is limited and they have less memory. This is summarized in table 1.

Still all architectures show disadvantages. For instance, the server does not have enough cores, the cluster needs further adaptation of the software.

\(^1\)A base pair is roughly a nucleotide, that is to say one of the letters A,C,G or T.
\(^2\)Graphical Processing Unit.
Table 1: Comparison of different architectures that can be used in bioinformatics. The GPUs evolve quickly so we chose a Tesla C2070 card. Each architecture has its advantages and disadvantages. The server has little processing power compared to the others. The cluster has more processing power but the data has to be distributed on the different nodes, and not all softwares can be scaled to run on a cluster. The graphic card has many processing units, but has little memory, and its management is complicated for the developer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Nb cores</th>
<th>Memory type</th>
<th>Memory size</th>
<th>Parallelism type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>centralized</td>
<td>512 Go to 1 To</td>
<td>mainly SPMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>10 to 100</td>
<td>distributed</td>
<td>several To</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESLA</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>split / local</td>
<td>6Go</td>
<td>SIMD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that is not always possible, the GPU does not have enough memory. Therefore we started to develop a new architecture that would be able to answer the needs of bioinformatics algorithms. We sought inspiration in diverse existing massively parallel architectures, some modern some not, to design an architecture able to run a massive load of similar threads sharing a great memory. We thus designed two different architectures where numerous processors are connected to not less numerous memories, running hundreds of threads to hide the memory access time so that the threads are not slowed down.

We will first present a short state of the art of massively parallel architectures from which we got inspiration, more precisely three different general purpose architectures. Then we will explain the general design of our architecture and show how its originality resides in the massive multithreading, before detailing the two designs tested. Then, we will analyse the experimental results to show the pros and cons, and finally we will conclude with a summary and perspectives.

2 State of the art

For years, processor evolution has been dictated by Moore’s Law, stating that the number of transistors on a single chip doubles every 18 months. Since 2005, this evolution is no longer possible since miniaturization is reaching its limits due to several factors including heat dissipation. Concurrently — no pun intended —, at the program level, parallel programming has become more and more widely used to improve program efficiency, especially since the high performance architectures gave birth to power hungry programs, e.g. in scientific computation.

In this context arose the need for parallel architectures. The supercomputers once monolithic have been replaced by clusters and clouds of clusters. The processors have been replaced first by multi-processor and then by multi-core processors, and according to some authors ([FB09]) Moore’s law


is now about doubling the number of cores instead of transistors. Intel has recently revealed its Knights corner project that would implement around 50 cores [inta], and another project that aims to implement cloud computing on a single chip [inta] mimicking the highly popular distributed computing paradigm.

But this might not be sufficient, some applications being highly demanding in parallelism [Gue10]. To address this issue, two kind of massively parallel architectures coexist: general purpose architectures and architectures dedicated to a single activity. Although our goal is to develop a general purpose architecture, we sought inspiration in both general purpose and specific architectures. We will focus on three general purpose architectures: massively parallel processor arrays, GPUs and MIMD architectures. We will notably explain the choices made concerning access to memory and the programming model. We will conclude this state of the art by explaining why those architectures may still not be sufficient.

2.1 Massively Parallel Processor Arrays

Massively parallel processor arrays are, as their name suggest, a tiling of a great number of processors. Although they are designed mainly for streaming media, they can be used for various applications. We will here study the Am2045, an MPPA designed by the company Ambric [But07a, Hal06, But07b].

Am2045 architecture The Am2045 is an array of 9 × 5 tiles containing each 8 processors. The tiles are composed of two compute units and two memory units (fig. 1). After those raw facts, let us describe more precisely the architecture of a tile and the core of the card, the communication between tiles.

The architecture of half a tile can be seen in figure 2. In the compute unit, the three CPUs with their local memory can be seen in two SR (Streaming RISC)3 and two SRD (SR with DSP extensions, so an enhanced SR) blocks. Those blocks are connected together point to point with a crossbar so the data can show local dependency: processors on the same tile show a privileged connection. And this is true for the whole tile, not just half a tile: as can be guessed in figure 1, the two half tiles are symmetric to the other one, so that the compute units are next one to the other. This way, communication between compute units and between memories is eased, as can be seen in figure 3. This locality enables efficient access to the memory in the direct vicinity.

Finally, connection between distant tiles is done through dedicated channels. Those channels running between the tiles is made of special registers

---

3Reduced instruction set computer
Figure 1: The Am2045 card is an array of $9 \times 5$ tiles of two compute units and two memory units. The compute units are next to each other at the center of the tile to facilitate communication.

Figure 2: Architecture of half a tile. The RISC processors are connected together point to point with a crossbar and to the RAM by dedicated channels. The different RAM units are abstracted into a single one by the dynamically arbitrating interconnect.
Figure 3: Neighbouring tiles are connected through special channels that permit fast exchange of data. The compute units are connected together, but the RAM units too can exchange data easily.

that implement some signal transmission. Indeed, each register can tell its neighbour that it has valid data, with a signal *valid* or that it is ready to receive data with a signal *accept*. The channels are made of a succession of such registers.

Programming model  The different tiles are independent from the others, except for some dependencies caused by the data of course. For this reason, the architecture is said to be Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS). There is no global clock, but synchronization is done through a clocked communication, notably through the channels\(^4\).

To easily control those over 300 processors, the programming paradigm of this architecture is inherited from object oriented programming — if I may say so. The programmer designs more or less complex objects that will be mapped on one or several tiles and designs. The programmer then uses a special language to specify the communication between the objects. Those objects permit some abstraction over the architecture. All this process is described in[Hal06].

2.2 General Purpose GPUs\(^5\)

Paradoxically, GPUs can be considered as a general purpose architecture. Though they have been designed for graphic tasks, they are mainly com-

\(^4\)Hence Ambric’s name: Asynchronous Machine But Really It’s Clocked.

\(^5\)The following figures are mainly taken from NVidia.
posed of memory and *lots* of processing units (fig. 4). Those processing units are general purpose, with some operations optimized.

**Figure 4:** A GPU have numerous arithmetic and logic units, a lot more than a CPU. These ALUs are placed in groups of 16 or 32 sharing the same cache and control unit.

Since the beginning of the millennium GPUs have been derived from their original purpose to run generic programs. Given their tremendous computation power, they have been used notably for scientific computation, under the name GPGPU “general purpose graphical processing units”. At the beginning, GPGPU was mainly adapting the program into a graphical paradigm so that it would be computed on the GPU. Aware of the potential of the market, the GPU designers provided programming toolkits to the programmers. For instance, NVidia created the CUDA language, based on C. Now even graphic cards with no graphical output exist dedicated only to this general purpose computing (e.g. NVidia Tesla).

**Card architecture** In figure 4 we mainly see that there are many arithmetic and logic units, and that some share their control unit and some memory. In figure 5 this architecture is further developed.

An NVidia graphic card is composed of *device* memory (DRAM) and a certain number of multiprocessors. The multiprocessor themselves are composed of multiple processors, as their name suggest, which share the same instruction unit, and three kinds of faster memory.

We have to note at this point that the shared memory is divided into 16 or 32 — depending on the card — *memory banks*. Each memory bank has a bandwidth of 32 bits per two clock cycles. This division of the memory enables a higher memory bandwidth, but we will see in the next paragraph that sometimes there are *bank conflicts* where the theoretical bandwidth cannot be reached [NVI10a].

---

6It had been investigated a couple of times before, according to gpgpu.org

7Since I will present CUDA I would rather describe their architecture with which I am familiar.
Figure 5: A multiprocessor is as described in figure 4 constituted of processors sharing the same instruction unit. Different kind of memories exist, but only *device* memory is shared by all multiprocessors. The GPU is constituted of a certain number of those multiprocessors.
CUDA programming model  As said before, the CUDA language is based on C. There are both restrictions and new features. To run on the multiprocessors, a CUDA program is threaded. The threads run on a single processor in a Single Instruction Multiple Threads fashion — which is akin to SIMD, notably the threads are synchronized at each instruction [Col10]. Those threads are structured in the following way (fig 6).

1. Warps are groups of 32 threads executing simultaneously on a multiprocessor. Warps are scheduled to reduce latency.

2. Blocks are three-dimensional groups of threads. The spacial locality of the threads is meant to match the spacial locality of the data: neighbour threads should access neighbour data to reach optimal performance. A block executes on one single multiprocessor until all its threads are finished.

3. Then blocks are placed in a two-dimensional grid

![Diagram of thread block and grid hierarchy. Threads are grouped in 3-dimensional blocks which are in turn placed on a 2-dimensional grid.](image)

**Figure 6**: Thread block and grid hierarchy. Threads are grouped in 3-dimensional blocks which are in turn placed on a 2-dimensional grid.

We can now explain bank conflicts. Let us consider the shared memory is divided into 32 banks\(^8\). The different threads of a warp are meant to access different banks so that there is no conflict. If two threads access two different words in the same bank, there will be a conflict, and one of

---

\(^8\)Devices of compute capability 2.x.
the threads will have to wait another two cycles to retrieve its data (see [NVI10b] appendix G for more details).

Concerning the programming itself, CUDA has an elegant approach. There are different types of functions:

**Host function** are called from the CPU to run on the CPU, with the same syntax as in C.

**Device functions** are called from the GPU to run on the GPU, again with the same syntax as in C, with only an indication that it is `__device__`. Example: `__device__ float double(int *a) {a[tid] *= 2;}`

**Kernels** are functions that are called from the CPU to run on the GPU. They are declared with the indication `__global__` and called with an indication of the dimensions of the grid and the blocks that I will not detail.

Among the general purpose architectures, the GPU paradigm shows great compute capabilities for a rather low energy consumption [THL09] and a simple programming model. However, several drawbacks remain. The program on the GPU and the CPU do not share the same memory and memory copy comes with a high cost. Moreover, the memory on the GPU is too small for some programs to run on it easily. Furthermore, the memory conflicts can cost a lot, especially for the programmer that has to think his data and his threads so that it maximizes coalescing — that is to say proximity of data accessed by neighbouring threads — and minimizes bank conflicts.

### 2.3 MIMD architectures

During this study of the state of the art, the NYU Ultracomputer [GGK+83] kept my attention. This now abandoned project used an omega network [Law75] to connect the processors to the memory, following the global design we were studying. The NYU Ultracomputer is an example of MIMD architecture, which have evolved a lot since then (figure 7). Given we plan to develop an SPMD architecture, some results and developments can be directly inspired from those MIMD architectures.

### 2.4 Conclusion

Bioinformatics algorithms can be massively parallelized. However, the current solutions used to run them do not meet the requirements either in term of parallelism or in term of memory. Servers provide little parallelization, clusters need the data to be well split or even duplicated on the different cores, and GPUs have too little memory. We then decided to design a novel architecture that would be efficient on massively parallel algorithms, and we sought inspiration in other parallel architectures.
We have studied three very different approaches to massively parallel execution of programs. All three architectures map their tasks on their processing units differently. In MIMD architectures, each program or thread uses its own processor, but multiple programs being executed, there is no global plan regarding the repartition of tasks on the different processors. Ambric’s MPPA on the other hand maps the different objects of a program on the different units, each object being independent. A well structured program then result in good performance. The GPU go to the level of the instruction: all processors in the same multiprocessor execute the same instruction at the same time. But the two latter approaches need to think the programs to be adapted to the architecture, and to be written in a special programming language.

These three architectures also differ by the way they access memory. In the GPU, the memory is divided into private memory and shared memory,
Figure 8: In theory, the best architecture possible would be made of multiple processors (P) accessing one big memory atomically, so that each processor accesses this big shared memory like a small local memory.

private memory being faster than the shared one. The programmer has to be cautious to make use of the right memory. In Ambric’s MPPA on the other hand, the memory is used for the attributes of the object mapped and the variables of its methods. But an object using a large amount of memory would need more processing units thus reducing the computing power available and this behaviour should be avoided in our case. In the end, the memory accesses in MIMD architectures seem more appropriate to our problem.

We thus aimed to design an architecture keeping the maximum advantages of all three designs.

3 The massively multi threaded shared memory architecture

3.1 Motivations and objectives

Given our needs, the target architecture must have a high number of processors that connect to a massive memory. Ideally, each processor would be connected directly to this memory as depicted figure 8 to ensure a high response from the memory and little to no time to wait for the processor.

In practice, such an architecture is impossible to realize. Not only is
Figure 9: The memory is divided into multiple instances. The processors are then connected to them through a network that carry the read and write messages to the memory. Each processor must be able to connect to each memory.

it too difficult to create such a big memory but it also cannot answer to all processors at the same time. To emulate this structure, we divide the memory into multiple smaller memories that we connect to the processors through a network (figure 9). There are several constraints on this network. To be efficient, communication must be fast and without loss of messages between the processors and memory. The network being at the core of this design, our study was focused on its limits and parameters. Our goal was to design the network such that this communication layer be invisible for the processors.

3.2 Multithreaded processor

Multithreading

Since the processors does not communicate directly with the memory there is necessarily some time between the moment the processor emits a request to the memory and the moment it receives a reply for it. If the processor has to wait for the memory to reply, it will be dramatically slowed down. To address this issue we oriented our architecture towards massive megathreading. The figure 10 illustrate this idea. When a thread has to read in memory\(^9\), the processor switches to another thread, and continues running,

\(^9\)When a thread writes in memory, it does not have to wait for an answer.
switching threads when necessary, until it eventually switches back to the first one. If the answer from the memory has arrived, the thread will have virtually waited only one clock cycle for the memory to answer and the overall execution will not be delayed.

**Processor**

The processors needed for this architecture must support this massive threading and quick context switching. Our study has for now focused mainly on the network, but for further work, the processor could be the next part to be studied.

The registers of a processor reflect the state of the thread it is executing. We can know which instruction it executes and the memory that has been loaded. Usually, context switching is expensive because the state of the thread, those registers, have to be stored in memory, and another state has to be loaded. One way to perform this context switching would then be to duplicate those registers into an array of registers (figure 11) so that each thread can switch back to its original state in no time, its registers having not been stored back in memory.

### 3.3 The network

#### 3.3.1 Direct implementation of a multistage network

**Multistage networks** For a first architecture, we implemented the theoretical design in a straightforward manner. Inspired by the NYU Ultracom-
Figure 11: In an SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) architecture, all threads share the same program, they differ by the content of their registers (and thus by the memory they access). By duplicating the registers and giving each thread its registers, the processor can switch from one thread to another without being slowed down by memory accesses.
puter [GGK+83], we studied the different interconnection schemes used in MIMD. Given the number of elements we have to connect, crossbars, single bus and multiple buses architectures are not an option. Crossbars would be too expensive, since there would be millions of connections between the elements. Single and multiple buses on another hand would remain cheap, but the protocol to implement to avoid conflicts between elements to use the bus would be difficult. Moreover, all the memories would need to be present on all buses to be accessed from all processors.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 12:** Pairs of processor–memory are connected together via a tree of buses. When the processors access in priority nearer memories, this structure limits the use of buses shared by all processors (the root of the tree). In our case however, each processor might want to access any memory, so there is a high probability of using the top bus, and the messages would be in fierce competition.

Let us consider the case of bus hierarchy (figure 12). This structure is very effective in MIMD architectures [Fly08]. Each processor has its own memory attached, and the pairs processor–memory are then grouped in clusters connected by a bus, in turn connected to other buses. Memory accesses are made in priority on neighbouring memories, so that each bus has fewer messages circulating. Unfortunately, and like in GPUs, in this system not all memories are treated equally as would be our goal, to abstract the shared memory into a single memory. If all memories were treated equally in this architecture, there would be many accesses to memories on other clusters and there would be bus contention, the transmission would be slowed down.

Therefore, we studied multistage networks first. One of those networks, the Omega network, was used in the NYU Ultracomputer [GGK+83]. With multistage networks, the number of network elements is greater than for buses but lesser than crossbars. The number of paths a message can take is greater than with buses and thus the probability of a conflict is lesser. There are different existing topologies, but to keep a simple one, we opted for a baseline network. Wu in [WF80] proved that baseline, omega and a couple of other networks are isomorphic, but in matters of connection we believe the baseline network has better properties for architecture repartition on cards, as is detailed in the appendix A.
Details of the architecture   The network we implemented is an array of switches connected as in figure 13. Seen from a processor, the paths reaching the memories form a binary search tree, so the $n_{layers}$ first bits of the physical address design the memory on which the word is.

![Figure 13: The baseline structure of the network. The number of processors and memory can vary, but since the addresses are random, we must ensure that each path leads to a memory, thus we need $2^{n_{layers}}$ memories. On the other hand, we can have any number of processors, dispatched as we want, this is a parameter of the architecture. In red we see that the set of paths from a processor to the memories is a binary tree.](image)

At each clock cycle, the switches transmit one of the messages on their input in both directions — from and to the processors — unless its output channels are full. When a message arrives on a switch, the first bit of the address is used to determine the direction to take and the message is transmitted to the next stage. The basic algorithm for the transmission follows. A more detailed description of the protocol can be found in the appendix B, for the sake of clarity.

```plaintext
if there is no message on input then
  do nothing
else if there is only one message on input then
  transmit it
else
  if their destination channel is not the same then
    transmit both
  else
    transmit one ; /* the other is delayed */
```
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3.3.2 Second architecture: a step further from theory

**Motivation**  A lab of the CEA in Grenoble developed a technology that can do a multi-layered architecture (figure 14). When we knew more about the specifications we started to work on an architecture designed for this technology.

![Figure 14](image-url): In this architecture, the central CMOS can have connections between its two layers. Components connected on each face can then communicate via a complex network. (Image from a slide of the team)

This technology allows us to develop a 2D four-layered network. The two middle layers would be used to create two similar networks, and on each face we place processors and memories respectively. This architecture is currently in development so no results have been obtained yet.

**Protocol presentation**  The global structure of the architecture can be seen in figure 15. The processors send their message to the network which transmit it to the memories with the right destination coordinates by the shortest way. Since several such paths exist, we chose to limit it to one — by forcing the messages to first go vertically then horizontally — to ensure that two consecutive messages from the same source to the same destination always remain in the same order.

Finding the shortest path can be done by checking the most significant bit of the difference destination − position. For instance, if the network is 8 switches wide, and we are at position 010. If we want to go at position 111, the difference is 101, the most significant bit is 1, it is shorter to go left. If we wanted to go to 101, the MSB is 0, it is shorter to go right.

For now, each network layer has its own purpose, one for requests one for replies. But since there are more requests than replies — since write requests yield no reply — we believe that by inverting the used layer for every other processor, we would have better results.

Another improvement that could be implemented, although with difficulties in the simulation, would be to distinguish local variables of a thread from global variables at compilation time. With this knowledge, it would be possible to favour nearer memories when obtaining the physical address.
from the logical address. This way, we would have two advantages. Firstly, we would prevent unnecessary avoidable latency for those variables. But the main advantage is that by limiting the distance, the messages would remain in the network for less clock cycles, thus reducing the traffic and the transmission times.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Experimental setup

To test the robustness of this architecture’s sensitive part, that is to say the network, we developed a simulator in Python. This simulator purpose is to simulate the behaviour of each component of the architecture at clock level.

The designer can define its components with little constraint — some constraints in the constructor and the need of two clock functions — to create a library of components, or they can reuse already existing components. At this level of description, specifying the component is the same as specifying the protocol. Then this library can be used to describe several architectures on separate files, which can then be run by the simulator. This process is described in figure 16. A graphical interface has been added to visualize the architecture and to see where there is message congestion.

The visualization gives hints for optimization, notably for the best size for bounded channels, but the most meaningful information come from the logs. We seek to parametrize our architecture so as not to be slowed down.
Figure 16: The simulator takes an architecture description as an input and give a
textual description of what happens in the architecture. To check the architecture
description and to localize potential hotspots visually, a graphical representation
has been added. The architecture description uses a library of components known
to the simulator.
In the logs, we can find in how much time a thread receives an answer from memory, and we can then extract statistics to study the impact of the different parameters on the global behaviour of the architecture.

4.2 First architecture

4.2.1 Components parameters

We implemented the network described in section 3.3.1. In all our experiments, the memories are modelized by a component that puts requests in a queue and then treats them in a given number of clock cycle. In our experiments we opted for a latency of 3 clock cycles but in future experiments we shall test the impact of this parameter. Also, for a first approach, this queue is considered unbounded.

The processors on another hand are more complex components. We first implemented a “simple processor” where all processor have a single thread and no common program, then we implemented multithreaded processors sharing a common program. To limit the number of hotspots, we dispatch randomly the memory words in physical memory components, thus doing a hash of virtual addresses into physical addresses. We modelize this by using random addresses when the processor issues a request.

As parameters, the processors have a given probability of issuing a memory request, either read or write, and then a ratio of read and write requests. According to [GHPR88], there is approximately 55% of memory requests, among which there are 1.7 times more read instructions. These values might have changed since then, but they are a good starting point for our simulations.

4.2.2 Results and analysis

We tested the architecture described by the file in the appendix D and its counterpart with independent processors. This architecture had the following properties:

- 1024 processors
- 2048 memories
- 23552 channels
- 100 threads of 50 instructions
- program executed during 5000 cycles
- 11 stages
- one stage transmits its message in one cycle
- messages stay in memory for 3 cycles
- approximately 2/3 of memory requests are loads
- bounded channels of size 3
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cycles</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple processors</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 55% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 25% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 35% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 45% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 65% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPMD 75% memory access</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: These statistics over transmission time of messages give an idea of how many threads a processor should run. Gross [GHPR88] studied that programs used approximately 55% of memory requests, so we first focused on this value.

We extracted statistics on how long took a read message to return to the processor. The results of this experiment take the form of graphs and statistical data summarized in table 2.

With the graphs we can have a better understanding of the distribution of this time. By comparing the figures 17a and 17b we can see that the SPMD paradigm has the effect of delaying more messages. A first simple statistical analysis by analysing the statistical values tend to show that with independent processors and programs we have a chi-squared distribution and with SPMD processors with the same code we have a geometric distribution. Later more precise studies could be led to find more about the parameters of those distributions. The graphs corresponding to the runs in table 2 can all be found in the appendix E.

The programs we tested had few instructions, to run faster. The statistics we have are representative of the program generated, not of all programs with the same parameters. We can see the results can vary in table 2 on the SPMD 55% line for instance. Nevertheless, before starting more precise statistics, those results give a first evaluation of the architecture.

4.2.3 Protocol presentation

The global structure of the architecture can be seen in figure 15. The processors send their message to the network which transmit it to the memories with the right destination coordinates by the shortest way. Since several such paths exist, we chose to limit it to one — by forcing the messages to first go vertically then horizontally — to ensure that two consecutive messages from the same source to the same destination always remain in the same order.
Figure 17: Distribution of the number of messages given their transmission time. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages. When the processors all share the same program, they all tend to send requests at the same time, thus delaying the messages. Here the two architectures have the same parameters except the first has simple independent processors and the second uses SPMD processors.
4.3 Prospective results of the second architecture

As for now, the protocol of the second architecture is unfinished, and has bugs, we therefore cannot extract statistics. Currently, most messages do not return to the processors, but due to the late design, we did not have to time to debug it yet. The few messages that do arrive back to the processors have a rather high time of propagation, but due to the alpha stage of the protocol, we expect this time to decrease when the protocol is better defined. We also believe that a better use of the two layers of network, by making only half the processors use each layer, would lessen the transmission time.

5 Conclusion

To answer the needs of current bioinformatics challenges we designed and started to test two different architectures in which numerous processors are connected to a set of memories via a network. Since the communication between the processors and the memories through the network cannot be done instantaneously, we introduced massive megathreading to conceal the effect of latency, as the processors can run another thread while its requests are carried by the network. We studied the reaction of the network to different parameters, including the impact of the SPMD paradigm and the ratio of memory access instructions in a program. We needed to know if the latency induced remains acceptable and how many threads per processor are needed to conceal this latency. Our first results are rather encouraging. The observed transmission time of most messages was under 200 clock cycles even with a high probability of a memory instruction. Given we consider millions of threads split on a couple of thousands processors, the number of threads per processor should suffice to hide the latency induced by the network.

Of the two architecture models we tested, only one is currently fully operational, but both approaches already show strengths and limits. The main difference between the multistage design and the bidimensional design resign in its components repartition. In the former, the memories are all seen the same way from all processors, none can be favoured. The latter on the other hand has an inherent spatial locality which can become an asset. If a processor uses a nearer memory, the distance the messages have to cover would be shorter and they will stay in the network for a shorter time, thus reducing the load of the network. This is not possible in the first architecture. But on another hand, for farther memories, the transmission time becomes longer than for those observed in the first architecture, from our first measures. If further study confirm this trend, there will have a choice to make. Can we accept longer communication time for some requests if we speed up others or should all requests be treated equally? It is not possible to give a clear answer at this stage of the simulations since we lack
results on the second architecture.

We will therefore continue the study of those architectures to have more precise results and study some points that are yet to be considered.

The first major work in progress is to refine the protocol of each architecture. The first architecture is already well defined but could still benefit from minor improvements and the second architecture is currently in an alpha state. Fortunately, the simulator itself, which was developed jointly, has now reached a mature design and we can focus on the architectures. Once the protocol is well specified, we will run more experiments to yield more statistics. We would notably be interested in the global slowdown of the thread pool to evaluate the efficiency of the architecture. We will also study the influence of the different parameters on the results. We have already studied the impact the proportion of memory accesses, we can now change the bounds of the channels, the ratio of read/write accesses and the latency of the memories for instance.

Apart from the networks, the other components can be refined and lead to further study. One cause of the high latency is that a memory can only treat one request at a time. If the memory processes a request in 10 clock cycles, the fifth request in the waiting queue will be treated in 50 clock cycles. In further studies, we shall evaluate the impact of this phenomenon on the latency time. It might prove interesting to investigate the possibility to provide a memory with a reduced access time using more logic for instance. Another point related to memory is the randomization of the memory words. It is sometimes interesting to get more than one word from memory in one operation, when we want to access an array for instance. We might then wonder the granularity of the randomization process, to see the impact of a fine grain hashing when accessing structures that would normally be retrieved in one operation.

But the major component that should be studied next is the processor. To provide this megathreading, we need a processor able to switch from one thread to another in no time. At each clock cycle, the processor should be able to change its context to adapt to a new thread, in the fashion of “barrel processors”, which require further investigation. Given the number of threads, the processor will need many registers, and it might be impossible in practice to provide a cache large enough to be usable. Also, the current model of the processor generates a random program based on the given parameters. The next step of this model would be to execute real programs, or at least the load and store instructions. This way, we would evaluate the robustness of the network in real life situations.

Finally, the climax would be to eventually create the hardware, with reconfigurable devices for instance, to put it into real life tests, to validate all the work that we have done and that remains to do.
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A Three dimensional conception

One side concern was to design an architecture that could be implemented in a three dimensional way. When I started working on the multistage networks I tried to visualize in three dimensions how it would be possible to implement — quite a mind torturing activity I have to say. To ease this work, I tried to create a model in 3D with the software Blender, the result can be seen in figure 18. The network is already a baseline network. At each stage, the network is divided into two blocks, one for each bit in the address. We represented these blocks giving a different color for each stage. In the end, we can see there remain one block per “layer”. This way, the baseline network proved to be a binary tree ideal for addressing layers.

![Figure 18](image.png)

Figure 18: This representation of a baseline network show that the baseline network enables addressing of different layer while keeping a good separation of each path. The different stages of the network are represented in different colours.

A second interpretation of the 3 dimensional goal is the repartition on different layer or cards. Again, the baseline network shows good properties. Indeed, after \( \log_2 n \) _cards_ layers, there is no more connexion between cards, as can be seen in figure 19.
Figure 19: At each stage of the baseline network the number of distant connections is reduced, thus simplifying its integration on multiple cards.
B Protocol for each component

We here call request the sending of a message from a processor to the memories and reply the message from a memory to the processors. An example of switch has been given at figure 20. The names are taken with a request convention, since all channels are bidirectional.

![Switch Diagram](image)

**Figure 20:** A switch is mainly a router from two inputs to two outputs. In our architecture, the four channels are bidirectional.

B.1 Messages

A message can be described by four characteristics:

**Function** Describes if the message shall be interpreted as a memory read, write, or some more complex operation

**Source address** Contains the address of the processor from the point of the network where the message is. When the message is produced by the processor, this is an empty word.

**Destination address** Contains the address of the memory word from where the message is in the network again. When the message leaves the processor, this is the virtual address, and when it reaches the memory, it is the physical address in it. It can be divided into two parts: the address of the memory and the address of the word in the memory.

**Data** Data associated with the function. The value to write in memory or the number of contiguous words to read for a request or the value read for a reply, for instance.

It is important to note that a message can be divided into a header (function and source and destination addresses) and the data. The headers size does not vary, since as the message goes from the processors to the memories, the size of the memory address decreases as much as the source address increases — and reciprocally for a reply.
B.2 Channels

As mentioned in the previous subsection, inputs and outputs of switches — but not only, memories and processors too — are modeled by bidirectional FIFO channels. Those channels may have a bound that can vary according to the direction. For the first simulations, the channels will be unbounded. The basic operations on the channels are:

**read:** Reads the first message of the channel without removing it.

**write:** Writes a message at the end of a channel.

**pop:** Deletes the first message of the channel.

B.3 Switches

A switch can route the messages from its inputs to its outputs for a request and the other way for a reply. The messages coming from all four arriving channels are analysed (read), and those that can be transmitted are removed from their channels (popped) and written on the right outgoing channel\(^{11}\).

When a message is transmitted on a request (resp. reply), the first symbol of its destination (resp. source) is used and popped to know its target channel and the number of the input (resp. output) channel it comes from is added to the source (resp. destination). This way, at any moment, it is possible to know how to go either to the processor it comes from or the memory it is bound to.

The switch can take different configurations depending on the messages incoming.

B.3.1 Normal routing

When only one channel yields a message, it can be routed without problem. For instance, on a request, if the message’s destination starts with a 0, it will be routed to out0. The four possible configurations are listed in figure 21.

If two messages are read with different destinations — from the point of view of the switch, that is to say they will be written in different channels — they can be routed independently one from the other. We thus have the two situations depicted at figure 22.

B.3.2 Multicast

When two messages want to read the same word in memory, it is possible to collapse the two messages to limit the number of messages in the network. When such a case happens, instead of writing ’0’ or ’1’ in the source field, a special symbol is written, that we denote ’x’, and only one message is

\(^{11}\)In the broad sense, since for a reply, the outgoing channel is either “in0” or “in1”.
Routing of a single message. The process is symmetric for a request or a reply. For instance, in the upper right situation, for a request, '0' has been read in the messages destination, and '1' has been appended to its source before being transmitted.

On the reply, when a 'x' is read, the message has to be routed to both in0 and in1. The situation is summarized in figure 23.

B.3.3 Conflicting transmission

When two messages should write on the same channel without accessing the same word for reading ends in a conflict. Three types of conflicts exist: Read-Read (RR), Read-Write (RW) and Write-Write (WW). The behaviour on a RW and a WW conflict has yet to be studied.

On a RR conflict, one of the messages only is transmitted, as in a normal routing (figure 21). The other message is delayed, and shall try again to be transmitted at next clock cycle. The message to be transmitted is chosen by an unspecified arbiter, though we consider a random arbiter for our model, since we believe it will have good properties.
B.3.4 Pseudo-code protocol

In this section we will first define what transmitting a message is:

```plaintext
if the target channel is full then
   do nothing
else
   update the source and destination of the message
   write the message in its target channel
   delete it from its coming channel
```

Figure 22: Transmission of two messages without conflict. It works like a single message transmission for each message.

Figure 23: Multicasting of messages. The message is forwarded from one input only but the answer will be redirected to both.
The protocol for a request is then:

```plaintext
if there is no message on input then
| do nothing
else if there is only one message on input then
| transmit it
else
    if their destination channel is not the same then
        | transmit both
    else if the message can be multicast then
        | transmit one
        | forget the other
    else
        | transmit one ; /* the other is delayed */
```

The protocol for a reply is very similar: We must note that in the case

```plaintext
if there is no message on output then
| do nothing
else if there is only one message on output then
| transmit it
else
    if one message is a multicast then
        | transmit one ; /* the other is delayed */
    else if their destination channel is not the same then
        | transmit both
    else
        | transmit one ; /* the other is delayed */
```

of a multicast reply, the message is transmitted if and only if none of the destination channels (in0 and in1 in this case) is full. We do not transmit a multicast in two parts.
C  Example of transmission

We have a switch with no input on in0 and a message on in1 (request) with the header defined as the following:

**src** 1110

**dst** 011101001

**function** 00 (read)

Since **src** is of size 4 we know we are at the fifth layer of switches (we passed 4 already). The representation of the header can be represented as in order:

1. the function
2. the dst
3. the mirror of the src

The reason we use the mirror is that it is easier to add the number of the input to update the src.

Here, our header would be : 00 011101001 0111. The function will not be changed so we will concentrate on the two other parts. To know where the message is headed, we read the leftmost bit. Here it is 0 so the message will be written on output out0.

The new addresses are produced by applying : \( \text{addr} = (\text{addr} \ll 1) \mid \text{input\_number} \). Here the input is in1 so the addresses fields become, concatenated : 1110100101111.

All is summarized in figure 24. If the message were a reply rather than a request, it would have been symmetric: read the rightmost bit, shift to the right and set the third bit of the resulting header to the output number.

---

**Figure 24:** Transmission of a message. This can be read either from the left to the right or from the right to the left.
D Example of architecture description

```python
from baseline import qBaseline
from math import log
from graphical import *

N = 2048
LN = int(log(N,2))

processors = []
memories = []

# creates a channel if necessary
def chan(p):
    if p == None:
        return qBiChannel(scene)
    else:
        return p.channel

# instantiate half as processors as memories
for i in xrange(N/2):
    processors.append(self.instantiate('qSimpleSPMD',
                                        self.scene, 0, i, 50, 100, 0.75,20, 10,
                                        boundRequest = 3, boundReply = 3))
    processors.append(None)

# creates the baseline network
# this function is defined in another file
outputs = qBaseline(self,map(chan, processors), 1, 0, bound = 3)

# instantiates the memories and connects them to the existing channels
for i in xrange(N):
    memories.append(self.instantiate('qMemory',
                                      self.scene, LN + 1, float(i)/2. , 2, outputs[i],
                                      boundRequest = 3, boundReply = 3))
```

E Statistics

E.1 Some statistics for 5000 cycles, with 2048 memories and 1024 processors

Global information:
• 1024 processors
• 2048 memories
• 23552 channels
• 5000 cycles
• 11 stages
• 1 cycle per stage
• messages stay in memory for 3 cycles
• 55% of memory instructions, 2/3 of which are loads
• channels buffer size : 3

E.1.1 Simple processor (random instructions)

There were 710 tries to write in a full channel.
A total of 1761388 messages returned to the processors.

Distribution of the number of messages given their transmission time. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages. **Mean**: 35 **Median**: 33 **Maximum**: 118 **Minimum**: 26 **Variance**: 64
E.1.2 Simple SPMD (no branches, random addresses)

First run A total of 1686606 messages returned to the processors.

Distribution of the number of messages given their transmission time. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages. **Mean**: 78 **Median**: 63 **Maximum**: 383 **Minimum**: 26 **Variance**: 2570

Second run A total of 1403450 messages returned to the processors.

Distribution of the number of messages given their transmission time. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages. **Mean**: 53 **Median**: 36 **Maximum**: 250 **Minimum**: 26 **Variance**: 1070
Third run A total of 1506022 messages returned to the processors.

Distribution of the number of messages given their transmission time. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages. Mean: 71 Median: 53 Maximum: 335 Minimum: 26 Variance: 2431
E.2 Varying the number of memory accesses

The parameters are the same as before except the number of memory accesses.


45% of memory accesses. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages.
Mean : 32 Median : 29 Maximum : 164 Minimum : 26 Variance: 110

55% of memory accesses. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages.
Mean : 53 Median : 35 Maximum : 256 Minimum : 26 Variance: 1167
65% of memory accesses. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages.

75% of memory accesses. X-axis: transmission time, Y-axis: number of messages.
Mean: 85 Median: 49 Maximum: 616 Minimum: 26 Variance: 5373